




{[2 x (3+5)] – 9}= 
 

{[2 x 8] – 9}= 
 

{16 – 9}= 
 

 7  
 

5.OA.1 



Subtract 6 from 24 = 24 - 6 

Add 12 and 13 = 12 + 13 

Multiply 8 by 2 = 8 x 2 

Divide 36 by 6 = 36 ÷ 6 

5.OA.2 



X  0  3  6  9  12 15 

Y  0  6  12  18  24  30 

X and Y Start at O 
Rule for X- Add 3 
Rule for Y- Add 6 

5.OA.3 





16,999.568 

5.NBT.1 



• Write the first factor.    74 

• Add the amount of 0s from 

the second factor.      7400 

• Add your comma, if needed! 

7,400 is your answer! 

74 x 100 

5.NBT.2 



Add a decimal point.       74. 

Move the decimal point to the  

left as many places as there are 

0s.  .074. (Hint- You may have to 

add 0s to the left) 

.074 is your answer! 

74 ÷ 1000 

5.NBT.2 



• Write the decimal .365 

• You are making the number 

bigger, so move the decimal 

place to the right as many 

times as there are 0s. .36.5 

(Add 0s if you have to) 

36.5 is your answer! 

.365 x 100 

5.NBT.2 



• Write the decimal  .365 

• You are making the decimal 

smaller so move the decimal 

to the left as many places as 

there are 0s.  .000.365 (Hint- 

You may have to add 0s to the 

left) .000365 is your answer! 

.365÷1000 

5.NBT.2 



3 x 100 + 2 x 10 + 4 x 1 + 6 x 

(1/10) + 8 x (1/100) + 5 x (1/1000) 

324.685
7 

Tenths = 1/10 
Hundredths = 1/100 

Thousandths = 1/1000 

5.NBT.3 



• Write the whole number. 

 

• Write “and” for the 

decimal point. 

 

• Write the # after the 

decimal like normal.  

• Write the last place value. 

324.685 
Three 

hundred 

twenty four  
 

and   

 

six hundred 

eighty- five  

thousandths. 

5.NBT.3 



• Start at the left. 

• Compare the numbers one at a 

time. 

• Stop when you get to a number 

that is larger. 

 

 
Hint: You can add 0s to the 
end of decimals to help you 

compare. 
 

  .37       .370 
.370  =  .370 

 
5.NBT.3 



Find the number, 
Look right next door, 

5 or more? 
Raise the Score! 

4 or less? 
Let it Rest! 

Round to the nearest tenth. 

 4. 6 7 5 
 

4.700 
Everything 
before  
the # 
stays. 

Everything 
after the 
# goes. 

5.NBT.4 



    675  
  × 52 
   1350 
+33750 

 

  35,100            

 1  1 
 2   3 

    ×2 
 
    ×5 

Don’t  
forget your 
0 to hold 
your place 

value! 

5.NBT.5 



Does 

McDonalds 

Serve  

Burgers 

÷ 

× 

- 

 

0 

5.NBT.6 



 6.859 - 3.55 
Step 1: Line up 

your decimals. 

 

Step 2: Add 0s if 

needed. 

 

Step 3: Add or 

subtract. 

 

Step 4: Bring down 

your decimal. 

5.NBT.7 



    6.52  
  ×5.2 

     1304 
+  32600 

 

   33.904 

 1 
 1   2 

Multiply  the numbers just like 
you would if they were whole 
numbers. Ignore the decimal 

points till the end. 

After you multiply, add the number of 
decimal places in the factors, and move 
the decimal point that many places. 

2 decimal 
places 

1 decimal 
place 

Ignore 
the 

decimals! 

3 total 
decimal 
places 

5.NBT.7 



 .5  1.45 

Ignore the 
decimals and 

divide like 
whole 

numbers. 

       29 

    -10 
      45 
    - 45 
       0 

*Move the decimal in 
the divisor all the 
way to the right.  
 

*Move the decimal in 
the dividend the 
same number of 
places to the right. 

Bring the 
decimal 

point up and 
you are 
done! 

Ignore the 
decimals and 
divide as if they 
were whole 
numbers. 

5.NBT.7 





1/3 + 4/9 
Step 1: List the multiples of both 

denominators. 

    3 - 3, 6,  9, 12, 15 

    9 - 9, 18, 27, 36, 45 

Step 2: Find the Least Common 

Multiple (The smallest multiple 

they have in common.) 
 
 

9 is your 
Least 

Common 
Denominator 

5.NF.1 



1/3 + 4/9 
3 - 3, 6,  9, 12, 15 

9 -  9, 18, 27, 36, 45 
 

1/3 =3/9  
    4/9 (No need to change.) 

So, 

3/9 + 4/9 = 7/9 

x3 x3 

5.NF.1-2 



~Sometimes when you divide 
you will get a remainder.  
 

~That remainder needs to be 
represented as a fraction. 

I bought 49 pounds of meat 
to share equally between 6 
families. How many pounds of 
meat will each family receive? 

 49 ÷ 6=  8 r 1  = 8 1/6 
 
Each family gets 8 full pounds   
and 1/6 of another pound. 
 

5.NF.3 



¾×½= 
• First, multiply the 

numerators. 

• Then, multiply the 

denominators. 

× 

× 

3 
8 

5.NF.4 and 6 



¾ x 
 

2 
3 

Where 
the colors  
overlap 
shows the 
new 
fraction. 

6 
8 

5.NF.4 and 6 



1½x3= 4½ 

Add up the 
amount shaded. 
 
There are  four 
wholes and ½ of 
another whole. 

5.NF.4 and 6 



4 ½  

3 ¼ 
 A = Length x Width 

4 ½ x 3 ¼ = 14 5/8 
 

Area= 14 5/8 units   

5.NF.4 



Did you know you can 

compare products without 

solving a problem? 

Just look at the factors! 

If the factors are 

larger on one 
problem, than the 

product will be 
larger. 

If the factors are 

smaller on one 
problem, than the 

product will be 
smaller. 

5.NF.5 



If the 
fraction 

is 
smaller 

than 1… 

The product will  
be smaller than 

the  whole 
number factor. 

5 x ½= 
2 ½  

If the 
fraction 
is larger 
than 1… 

The product will 
be larger than 

the whole  
number factor. 

5x3/2 = 
7 1/2  

If the 
fraction 
is equal 

to 1.. 

The product will 
be equal to the 
whole number 

factor. 

5 x 2/2 
=5 

5.NF.5 



Four friends are sharing ½ 

carton of ice cream. How 

much a carton will each friend 

get? 

Start with ½ 
 
Divide each 
part into 4s. 

Each friend gets 1/8 of the carton. 

5.NF.7 



Ms. Franklin has 4 lbs. of fudge. 
She wants to give each of her 
students ¼ lb. How many of her 
students will be able to get ¼ lb. 
of fudge? 

Draw your wholes. 
 

Divide your whole into 4 pieces 

There are 16 1/4s. 16 students 
will be able to get ¼ lb. of 
fudge. 

5.NF.7 





Customary System of 
Measurement 

1 foot = 12 inches 
1 yard = 36 inches 

1 yard = 3 feet 
1 mile = 5,280 feet 
1 mile = 1,760 yards 

Metric  System of 
Measurement 

1 kilometer = 1000 meters 
1 meter = 100 centimeters 

1 centimeter = 10 millimeters 

5.MD.1 



Customary System of 
Measurement 

1 ton = 2,000 pounds 
1 pound = 16 ounces 

Metric  System of 
Measurement 

1 kilogram = 1,000 grams 
1 gram= 1,000 milligrams 

5.MD.1 



Measures of Capacity 
1 cup = 8 fluid ounces 

1 pint = 2 cups 
1 quart = 4 cups 
1 quart = 2 pints 

1 gallon = 4 quarts 

5.MD.1 



Shanese is running a 4 mile race. She 

has ran 1.5 miles already. How many 

feet does she have left to run? 
2 Step Problem 
1. Solve the 

operation 
problem (+, 
-, ×, or ÷) 

2. Make the 
necessary 
conversion. 

4-1.5 = 2.5 
miles 

2.5 miles = 
13,200 feet 

5.MD.1 



                                              x  
                                x            x    
         x                     x            x        
         x      x             x            x 

A baker has the following 
amounts of flour. Graph the 

amounts on a line plot. 
¼,½,¾,¾,⅛,½,¾,½,⅛,¾ 

If the baker redistributed the flour equally, 
how much flour would be in each bag? 
 
Step 1: Add up all the fractions. 
 
 
Step 2: Divide by how many fractions there 
are. 

Real World Connection: 

5.MD.2 



Volume is the measure of the 

amount of space inside a 3-D 

shape. 

Volume is expressed units 

cubed. 

Volume = Length x Width x Height 

8 cm x 2 cm x 4 cm = 64 cm 3 

5.MD.3-4 



• Find the volume of each 

rectangular prism. 

• Add up the volumes. 

5.MD.5 





To plot points on a coordinate grid,  

you go over and then up. 

(x, y) The x tells you how far over to 

go, and the y tells you how far up to 

go. 

(6,9) 

5.G.1-2 



5.G.3 



Classified By Angles 

Acute              Right         Obtuse 

Classified By Sides 

Equilateral      Isosceles      Scalene 

5.G.3 



Shapes with four sides 

and angles. 

square rectangle 

parallelogram 

trapezoid 

5.G.3 



Polygon 

Quadrilateral 

Parallelogram 

Rectangle 

Square 

Rhombus 

Square 

Trapezoid Kite 

5.G.4 



Polygons 

Triangle 

Acute Right Obtuse 

5.G.4 



Polygons 

Triangle 

Equilateral Isosceles Scalene 

5.G.4 
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